Control Strategy to Mitigate the Impact of Reduced Inertia due to Doubly Fed Induction Generators on Large Power Systems

Abstract
This talk is based on developing a control strategy to mitigate the impact of reduced inertia due to significant DFIG penetration in a large power system by designing a supplementary control for the DFIG power converters such that the effective inertia contributed by these wind generators to the system is increased. Results obtained on a large realistic power system indicate that the frequency nadir following a large power impact in the form of generators dropping out is effectively improved with the proposed control strategy. The proposed control is also validated against the sudden wind speed change in the form of wind gust downs and wind ramp downs occurring in conjunction with the generators dropping out. A beneficial impact in terms of damping power system oscillations is also observed, which is validated by eigenvalue analysis. The damping improvement observed in time domain and subsequent Prony analysis support the result obtained from eigenvalue analysis.
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